FRAGILITY FORUM 2024 AGENDA (As of 28-Feb-24)

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 2024

8:00 – 10:00 AM

Breakfast / Networking
Front Lobby

10:00 – 11:00 AM

Opening Plenary: Launch of the Fragility Forum 2024
World Bank
Preston Auditorium

11:00 AM – 12:15 PM

1. From Fragility to Resilience: Adapting to Global Challenges Driving FCV
World Bank
Preston Auditorium

12:15 – 1:30 PM

Lunch
Atrium and Front Lobby

FCV Innovate (in-person only): Dive into a world where innovation meets impact! Join us as organizations unveil innovative tools and technologies to tackle complexity in fragile and conflict settings. From interactive mapping to sensors, participants can interact with various technologies to ignite their creativity.

Atrium

1:30 – 2:30 PM

2. Programmatic engagement in politically estranged settings: opportunities and risks in the Sahel, Sudan and Afghanistan
UN DPPA/PBSO
Preston Auditorium

3. Strengthening the Domestic Private Sector in FCV Situations
IFC & World Bank
MC2-800

4. Addressing Development Challenges posed by Criminal Violence in Middle Income Countries
Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
MC4-800

5. Gender Equality in FCV Settings: Moving from Humanitarian Responses to Creating Resilience
World Bank
MC C2-350
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#### 2:45 – 3:45 PM

**Changemakers – Signature Event:** Join us for a transformative session exploring the power of entrepreneurship amidst adversity. Dive into inspiring stories, innovative strategies, and impactful solutions from resilient entrepreneurs who navigate challenges, drive change, and build thriving ventures against all odds.  
*Preston Auditorium*

#### 4:00 – 5:00 PM

Geneva Centre for Security Sector Governance (DCAF) & United Nations Security Sector Reform Unit  
*Preston Auditorium*

7. **Managing the Added Burden of Climate Change in Conflict-Affected Settings**  
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI)  
*MC2-800*

8. **Fragility, Political Instability, and Macroeconomic Fundamentals**  
World Bank & International Monetary Fund (IMF)  
*MC C2-350*

World Bank & SIPRI  
*MC4-800*

### WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 2024

#### 9:00 – 10:30 AM

**Lightning Talks:** Join us for an invigorating session on thought provoking ideas that can inspire and redefine work on FCV in the coming years.  
*Preston Auditorium*

#### 10:30 – 11:00 AM

FCV Café *(in-person only)*  
*Front Lobby and Preston Overflow*

#### 11:15 AM – 12:15 PM

10. **Closing the Climate Finance Gap in Fragile and Conflict-Affected Settings**  
World Bank, ODI, G7+  
*Preston Auditorium*

11. **Private Sector Solutions to Forced Displacement Challenges**  
UNHCR  
*MC2-800*

12. **Troubled Borders: Subnational Conflict in Middle Income Countries**  
Malcolm H. Kerr Carnegie Middle East Center and The Asia Foundation  
*MC4-800*

13. **Engagement during Active Conflicts: Lessons from Ukraine, Afghanistan and Gaza**  
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) & Asian Development Bank (ADB)  
*MC C2-350*

#### 12:15 – 1:30 PM

**Lunch**  
*Front Lobby and Preston Overflow*
FCV Innovate *(in-person only)*
*Atrium*

1:30 – 2:30 PM

14. **State-Building in Protracted Crises: Lessons and Future Directions**
   Center for Global Development (CGD)
   Preston Auditorium

15. **Unseen Forces: Realizing Resilience through Behaviors and Connections**
   Busara Center
   *MC2-800*

16. **Innovative Approaches to Addressing FCV Challenges in Middle-Income Countries (MICs): Lessons from the Refugee Experience**
   World Bank
   *MC4-800*

17. **Innovative Approaches to Financing the Private Sector in FCV Settings**
   World Bank - IFC & MIGA
   *MC C2-350*

2:45 – 3:45 PM

**FCV Café (in-person only)**
*Front Lobby and Preston Overflow*

4:00 – 5:00 PM

   OECD
   Preston Auditorium

19. **Scaling Up for Greater Impact Through Weak Public Institutions – Possible Solutions and the Role of Development Institutions**
   World Bank
   *MC2-800*

20. **Leveraging Digitalization and Technology for Sustainable Development in Fragile Contexts**
   World Bank - MIGA
   *MC4-800*

21. **Are We Doing the Right Things? Learning from the Development Engagement on Forced Displacement**
   World Bank
   *MC C2-350*

5:00 – 7:00 PM

**Reception (in-person only)**
*Atrium*

**THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 2024**

9:00 – 10:30 AM

**Chai Chats (in-person only):** Join us at a buzzing marketplace to shop for proven solutions to some of the most persistent FCV challenges. In this frank and energizing session, practitioners from across the development space will answer your questions on how they have unlocked success in a range of FCV challenges and contexts.
*Atrium*

10:30 – 11:00 AM

**FCV Café (in-person only)**
*Atrium*
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11:15 AM – 12:15 PM

22. Navigating the Transition out of Protracted Conflict: Learning from FCV Contexts
Cairo International Center for Conflict Resolution, Peacekeeping and Peacebuilding (CCCPA)
Preston Auditorium

23. Addressing the Past to Secure the Future: Rehabilitation and Reintegration as a Path to Preventing Violent Extremism
Global Community Engagement and Resilience Fund (GCERF)
MC2-800

24. Managing Risks and Building Resilience in FCV: Tools and Approaches for Responsible Private Sector Investment
World Bank - IFC & African Development Bank (AfDB)
MC4-800

25. Anticorruption and Sustainable Peace: Lessons Learned from around the World
World Bank
MC C2-350

12:15 – 1:00 PM

Changemakers - Signature Event: Join us for a conversation with trailblazing artists who wield their creativity and platform as a powerful force for change. Discover how they amplify the voices of marginalized and vulnerable groups through their captivating work.
Preston Auditorium

1:00 – 1:30 PM

Lunch
Front Lobby
FCV Innovate (in-person only)
Atrium

1:30 – 2:30 PM

26. Protecting and Building Human Capital in FCV Settings
World Bank
MC C2-350

27. Building the Evidence on Building Resilience
Mercy Corps
MC2-800

28. Crisis Risk Financing: Preparing to Respond to the Shocks of Tomorrow
Global Shield Initiative
MC4-800

2:45 – 3:45 PM

29. Prevention as a System: How can we do better on conflict prevention?
The Center on International Cooperation (NYU-CIC)
Preston Auditorium

30. Financial Stability, Integrity and Inclusion in FCV Settings
World Bank
MC2-800

31. Challenges and Solutions for Internally Displaced Persons
International Organization for Migration (IOM) & The UN Office of the Special Advisor on IDPs
MC4-800

4:00 – 5:00 PM

Closing Plenary
World Bank
Preston Auditorium